


enclosed a copy of our first Reader's Poll. This

Is your opportunity to voice your opinions on this,

and the past 5 Issues of ZAT.
One matter arising In this poll Is the Impending
changes In ZAT’s single/sub rates. Since the

beginning, we've tried to keep prices as low as

possible, yet ensure that ZAT is the "bestvolue

Sam/Spectrum fanzine around". Unfortunately,

charges In paper, printing, postage, etc. are

rising astronomically, and for ZAT to survive,

and evolve. It means that we have to raise the

prices to cover our costs.

As of Januaiy. a single Issue of ZAT will cost

£1.20 while subscriptions fw III cost E7.20. In

Europe the sub price Is E9.00. with a single

issue costing E1.50 (all these prices Inc

postage). * Please contact us before ordering to

ensure that the monetary restrictions of the

various countries can be satisfied (in other words

the best payment method).

If you have taken out a subscription, you have

already paid for your Issues, so the price increase

will not effect until you re-subscrlbe. However.

If you want to to subscribe, then I strongly

suggest you do it now. whilst the current rates

are still In effect! The new sub rate will cover the

usual 6 bi-monthly issues of ZAT. but unfortun-

ately we are now discontinuing the 7th free

Issue offer. This will be replaced with a new
subscription offer; Ideas for which form part of the

poll, and we would veiy much like your opinions SENTINEL
on these and other proposed suggestions.

Anyway, enjoy the issue.
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writer’s cramp! (only kidding!)

li LETTERS
m^MAC

Once again welcome to another letters

page. There’s lots of mail to go

through, but can I remind you that if

you don’t wish your full address to be

printed, please tell us. Right, lets

begin..

I am writing, as you request, to let you
know that 1 am a SAM user. Up until

ZAT and one or two other specialist

mags came onto the scene, there was no
interest for SAM users in mags. It’s a

pity that the glossy computer mags,

except Crash, didn’t give more support.

If 1 purchase a computer magazine from
my local newsagent, it is Crash. But 1

don’t get that as often as I used to,

because now I purchase ZAT instead.

Keep up the excellent work.

John Plant
Cannock

Well John! What can I say? You have

now joined the ranks of the well

informed, and have finally found out

that it is cheaper to buy a fanzine

than a "glossy" mag. By now you will

no doubt have read of the sad demise
of CRASH. All of ZAT’s contributors

were shocked and dismayed to hear

this untimely bad news; they will be

missed..we hope that fanzines, such as

ZAT will continue to support the SAM
and the Spectrum in years to come.

Thanks for a super magazine. 1 really

look forward to receiving it each time.

Brian Thompaon

Thanks Brian. Very brief and to the

point. At least you won’t suffer from

1 thank you for the interest you show
to your readers, which stands out these

days.

1 must make comment on the Editorial.

Please stop being so childish and cut out

the slang! I stopped buying the high

street mags because of it Most of your

readers are well educated, and would I

am sure, wish to be treated as adults

and not as 4 year olds.

Anyway, enough said, and no disrespect

meant.

N. Look*

I have noted your valid comments and

have passed them on to our illustrious

Editor. Although we all like to have a

little bit of fun, I do agree that we
do go overboard now and then. In

future we will try and cut down on

the slang.

I’m back again from the deepest and
darkest corner of the Earth. Yes, it’s me,
Doctor Dark, the bright Spark (or should

that be dark spark?). I am writing this

letter because I know you will print it

(hopefully) and the reason I am writing

is because I am a adventurer.

However I am no ordinary adventurer

because 1 an no ordinary human being,

and 1 am no ordinary human being

because I read your fanzina You see

ZAT has changed my life completely.

Not only is it well produced, presented

and worth buying, but it is also better

than most fanzines and cheaper than

most of the fanzines that are around at

the moment
ZAT just seems to improve and become
more user friendly as 1 advance through

each issue.

Can all adventurer’s out there please

write to me, because I have dwelt here

in the underworld so long that I have
produced a tape-zine for the Spectrum
called ADVENTURE LINK. So if you
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want to 'link up" with "Adventure
Link", send L50 for issue 1, cheque or
postal order to: Alec Corswell, 16
Montgomery Avenue, Beith, Ayrshire,
Scotland, KA15 1EL [Alec Corswell is

my undercover name. Will my real
identity ever be known?).

tar Dark

You must be very adventurous to keep
writing letters to my column! Still,

like you say, you are no ordinary
human being! Thanks for the praise of
ZAT. I’m sure that many adventurers
will be writing to you in a flash for
info on your tape-zine Adventurer
Link. I personally haven’t seen it yets
however David has and he informs me
that it is very promising. Adventure
Link is mentioned in this issue’s
Mindgames, so read on.

I would very much like you to know
how much I enjoy reading ZAT. to
borrow a phrase; "What a refreshing
change?'.

I also like your coverage of SAM.
Although I am a Spectrum user,* if 1

ever need to buy another computer, it

would be a SAM, as no other has
Spectrum compatibility.

Anyway keep up the good work and all

the best to you all at ZAT.

M. Gwent
Nattlnghamehlra

And all the best to you as well Mr
Gwent. Thanks to all of you who sent
in letters for this issue. I'm sorry
that I couldn’t fit in all of them, but
keep writing in with those views,
comments or whatever to us via the
usual address, and I'll endevour to
show them off next time. Also the
Editor has reminded me that there
are plans to let readers give voice to
their own opinions and views in

up-coming Soapboxes. So if you have
anything to get off your chest, write
today.
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SOAPBOX
'7}{d.ntia Sclio£-c^

Welcome to another Soapbox,
however this edition is tinged with
sadness with the loss of Crash, ZZapp!
and other Newsfield titles. No matter
what nonsense you may have read in
certain publications, Newsfield had to
stop trading due to being yet another
victim of the recession; a report in
the Shropshire Star stated that with
debts of some £500,000 the company
was unable to continue trading. A
great pitu as I can think of some
other publications that would not be
missed!

Whilst on the subject of other
publications I’d like your views on the,
as far as I am aware, unannounced
price hike of New Computer Express?
A rise from 88p a week to £1.50 just
isn’t on and is commercially speakinq
a very silly move!

Let’s face it. previously for a SAM
or Spectrum user to buy Robin Alway’s
excellent litle section every week
would cost £3.52 per month, not too
bad you might think. But now the
monthly price works out to £8.00; a
not inconsiderable rise, as Mr. Major
might say. Some of you may not know
why the publishers of NCE, Future,
have introduced such a price rise. It’s
because they’ve decided to include a
weekly 3.5 inch disk with the
magazine, having lovingly wraped each
copy of the magazine with a dinky
little plastic bag. Yes, there’s nothing
like having concern for the
environment, and yes folks, that's
NOTHING like having concern for the
environment!

With so many monthlies, including
disks, I wonder if the only thinq we
have even approaching a "serious"
weekly popularist computer publication
should have started to include a
regular disk? Especially as other
monthly Future publications ALREADY
have disks/tapes attached!

Continued on p30
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Wright

This issue, we are lucky enough to be

able to bring you an interview with the

creator ot SAM BASIC, BETA BASIC,

BETA DOS, Master DOS and more
recently Master BASIC!

Can you give us some
information about your
background?

/ was born on 3754 in

Hereford. (My wife asked why
you wanted to know my date
of birth “so they can send me
presents'" ! said.)

My family moved to the
Bahamas when ! was four and /

was brought up on a dairy
farm there. This has left me
with a "mid-Atlantic drawl". /

came back to Britain to finish
my education, and got a B.Sc.
at Edinburgh (nice city) before
coming to Birmingham to do a
Ph. D. on the circulation of the
heart. After that / did four
years of research in the
Physiology Dept. of
Birmingham University.

How long have you been
interested in computing,
and what was the first
program you wrote?

A t about the same time /

borrowed a ZX-80 and got
interested in machine code. /

remember typing in a program
that made a pattern on the
screen WITHOUT the screen
going blank as the program ran
and thinking it was very
exciting! The next year / built

a 2X-81 from a kit and wrote
three machine- code games which
were prettygood for a IK
machine - a target-shoot, a
Space Invaders, and an
Asteroids type. The company
Microgen sold them, but pretty
Soon after that the Spectrum
appeared and 2X-81 sales
dropped.

/ got an early Spectrum and
produced Beta Basic ID, an
extended Basic, in late 1983. It

sold guite well, and by May
1984 / had resigned my
research yob to program
full-time. You might wonder
why / abandoned a career / had
spent so much time on.

Although / was (and still am)
very interested in science, /

found that / was spending most
of my time performing similar
experiments and preparing the
results, rather than thinking.
Programming, on the other
manipulating appendage, was
mainly problem solving, and /

was hooked! / used to
disassemble parts of the
Spectrum BOM overbreakfast.
(I finished about the same time
that Logan & O’Hara did.)

In 1980 we got a TBS-80 in

the lab and / wrote some long
Basic programs one / later
discovered is what is called a
"Spreadsheet This impressed
my boss no end and saved us
lots of time in calculating
results.

/ also remember saying, when
offered a coffee by a
flat -mate during a
programming session, "Better
not -I might have to pee and
it would break my
concerttration. "

!
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Which particular machine
code assembler package,
do you prefer, and why?

t produced another two versions
of Beta Basic, then did a lot
of games conversions, from
Spectrum to CPC, PC and
PCW. / was finally convinced
that Assemblers were worth the
trouble by a program called
Pyradev on the CPC.

/ have seldom used one on the
Spectrum because / like lots of
characters per line to document
my source code. / used Pyradev
to write Beta Basic 4.0. the
SAM Coupe BOM and
MasterDOS. / like it because it

has an 80-character display, a
great full-screen editor, fast
assembly, sensible defaults, the
ability to cross-reference uses
of ail labels ip the program,
easy swapping of blocks to
other files, etc. etc.

Even so, it began to creak a bit
under the load of 5OOP of
source code for the Coupe
BOM, and ! moved to the much
less friendly PDS system on a
hard-disk PC for BOM 2.0.

Unfortunately Pyradev isn’t
available on the Spectrum.
Something even better would be
possible on the Coupe, but / am
still waiting. / use the CPC
for writing assembly language
and the Coupe for fust about
everything else - it has so
much potential.

Do you enjoy any particular
type of game, and what
kind do you like?

Which games do I like? / have
reflexes like a snail, so / prefer
games that are graphically
interesting and allow you to
look around a bit before

getting destroyed. ! converted.
Fairlight forthe CPC and was
impressed by the graphics and
the programming, which was
very cunning. Converting the
sprite overlap code to use
colour was as hard as anything
/ have ever done.

Later on ! met Bo Jangeborg
(who wrote Fairlight and
Flash!) and was pleased to hear
that it made his head hurt too!
! haven’t met many other
hard-core assembly language
programmers.

What method do you use
to plan a program, and
how long does it take you
upon average?

Planning a program? Most of
my projects have broken into
parts fairly naturally - "What
command shall / write today?"
- but ! might write the main
steps on the back of an
envelope before t start. / do
try to document my programs
as / write. This means / have
to "explain them to myself"
which helps keep my thoughts
on track. / tend to feel / am
writing slowly - the Coupe
BOM took over a year - and
often it can take days to write
and debug a few hundred bytes
if it is something like a
floating-point division routine!
However, / have heard it is

supposed to take a man-year to
implement a reasonable sub -set
of Basic, so perhaps / did O.H.

What particular programs
or systems, would you like

to see available for the
Spectrum or SAM in the
near future?

/ find it hard to think of
anything / want to see on the
'Spectrum that hasn't already



been done.

On the SAM, a neatly good
assembler and word,-processor
would be nice. / toy with the
idea of doing them myself, but
the trouble is that to start
from scratch takes a long time,
and converting something else
might create copyright
problems.

/ am daunted by the number of
fiddly bits in a word processor
(like headers and footers) that
are too easy to be interesting
but too numerous to be done
quickly.

Are there any ideas for
future projects which you
would really want to do,
but as yet you hadn’t had
time to tackle?

t would. be interested in
working on neural networks or
virtual reality - but can’t
figure out how to make it pay!

Do you ever read any
computer magazines and if
so which ones?

/ read FORMA T, the SDC
newsletter and SAM
Supplement, Byte and ZAT
( when offered a free copy!}. /

used to read tots more but
they changed! Even Computer
Shopper has stopped covering
SAM/Spectrum/QL - / hope
temporarily.

Apart from the field of
computing, what other
interests do you have?

t am a great SF fan. My
favourite book is probably "The
Mote In. God’s Eye" by Larry
Niven and Jerry Pournelle.

My least favourite is one

picked up second-hand because
it was SF. Superficially it
appeared, to be a bad detective
story, but / kept reading,
waiting for the aliens to
appear. Only about 20 pages
from the end did / realise that
due to a printer’s error the
contents bore no relationship to
the cover, and it WAS a bad
detective story!

/ used to build computer
hardware, but / don’t get much
time these days. My last
project was the first-ever
Coupe printer interface - /
needed something to check my
DUMP routine - which then
didn't fit into the BOM! !
enjoy cooking e.g. Chicken
Satay followed by Crepes
Suzette.

What are your favourite
television programs?

On TV / like Horizon and
Inspector Morse. / watch
Tomorrow’s World hopefully
but am always disappointed.
Nobody ever discovers
anti-gravity, unfortunately. /

modelled myself on Mr. Spock
in the old Star Trek, but the
new series doesn’t seem as
good.

Which other packages do
you like?

Favourite packages? Well,
MasterBAS/C on the Coupe is
quite good - but / haven't
completely finished it yet.
[He hadn't at time of
interviewing! DL]

If you were not
programming, what would
you be doing instead?

/ might have been an engineer -

but. / am useless at Maths.



Would you ever like to
write a game?
If so, which type?

/ do not think ! am cut out to
be a games designer but
something with advanced 3D
graphics or clever computer
game-play might be fun to do.

What are your own
opinions on the Coupe, and
the Amstrad machines?

The Coupe is a great machine -

it is fust a pity it wasn't
developed earlier. It is odd that
a company with Sinclair's
resources never did much in the
way of a Spectrum
replacement.
The Spectrum Plus 2a has no
spark of imagination in its

design, apart from what was
there in 1983.
The CPC is slow and has
limited graphics.
PCs are boring and not very
user-friendly.

What do you think of the
role of fanzines, like ZAT, in

the promotion of the Sam
Coupe?

/ am always astonished at the
Quantity and Quality of the
user support for the Coupe, in

the shape of fanzines and
programs.
They are very important, bleep
up the good work.

ZAT would like to thank
Doctor Wright, for giving
up some of his valuable
time, to complete this
interview for us.

and head of SAMCo’s software
arm - Revelation, Colin Jordan.

Additionally, SAM owners note
that issue one of ZA T’s SAM
Specific sister diskzine, SAM
Quartet, brought to you by
David Ledbury, features an
interview with the Editor of
FRED Colin MacDonald. See
the PD column for more
information on SQ!

FRED
The disk fanzine for SAM Users!

Colin MacDonald, 40 Roundyhill,

In next issue of ZAT, we will
bringing you an interview with
the programmer of the Famous
Five adventure (Spectrum,
SAM and Amstrad versions!)
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the purpose of the turn card. On this

you write 15 orders, and then return it

to K.J.C. Each turn costs you (wait for
it) L50, but you can do a lot per turn,

naviri AHHpu The 8ame itsel<: is set in the fantasy
' world of Kharne, an incredibly detailed

Delving head-first into the world of
Play By Mail games, here's David..

If, like me, you've ever read the
adverts for telephone games such as
FIST. or Slaughterhouse, and then
fainted at the cost, then Play by Mail
could well be for you. As the name
suggests, PBM games are played by post

and, if you pick the game carefully, can
provide a lot of enjoyment for a very
reasonable price.

Basically they come in two types;
computer moderated,
and human-moderated. Nowdays, the
first type are more common due to

their good points. Both types involve
you sending off a set of orders to the
PBM company, and then receiving a
report of your situation from them.
The situation depends on the type of
game, and these vary greatly- you can
control anything from a band of

Medieval adventurers, through
spaceships, entire races, continents-
whatever you want to do, from Science
Fiction to fantasy, there’s likely to be a
PBM game for you.

In this article. I'll be starting to
describe those I consider to be the best
value-for-money, and giving you the
company addresses so you can try
them for yourselves. I’ll kick off this

issue with a good example of a
computer moderated game, called Quest,
run by K.J.C. games of Blackpool

In return for your enquiry (see below),

KJ.C. send you a rule book, PBM
catalogue, free start-up position, free
newsletter about the game you are in,

and a turn card. Although all this is

free, the game obviously isn’t- that's

place of monsters, dungeons, gods, and
ancient mystical magic. Pts also home to

hundreds of bands of renegades, one of
which you control. The good thing about
this is that you can meet other groups
controled by players, obtain the players
addreses, and work out joint plans/make
alliances/become enemies, if you want
to. In addition to all the players, there’s

also dozens of NCPs (Non-Player
Characters) who you can meet and talk

with, and thousands of monsters to kill,

or get killed by.

It may sound as though things get a
bit crowded, but there are over 40,000
locations, so things aren’t too bad. As 1

said, the game is computer-moderated,
and each turn you receive a printout of

your current group, situation, anything
that’s happened since the last turn, and
a map of the surrounding area. You
control your group (6 people maximum)
though orders (see above); these can
range from accepting a new recruit,

casting spells, buying equipment, and
more besides. The turn cost of 1.50 is

very reasonable when you consider that
this includes a comprehensive printout,
postage and computer time. You can get
your free starter pack by writing to:

K.J.C. GAMES
FREEPOST
CLEVLEYS
BLACKPOOL
FY5 3BR

There’s no obligation to play the game,
so it’s worth sending off for this pack.
I’ve been playing the game for 2
months now, and my group (The
Seekers of TruthXIOCfc), in game 10))^ire

already changing from raw recruits into
hardened warriora See what you think!
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with
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screenS
Welcome to Split Screens! I’m your
host with the most, David Addey, and
every issue or two (Darren and space
permitting) I’ll be comparing two great
Spectrum games: one from the past and
another of recent times. I’ll be taking a

different genre of game each time, and
this issue, as a special Christmas treat,

I’m looking at the good ol’ PLATFORM
game. And, for such a universal type,

IH have to pick two exceptional games.
First is the genuine classic MANIC
MINER (the first game I, and everyone,
else bought) and that recent smasher
SWITCHBLADE. Here goes-

For a start. I’d better describe the
"platform" game. Lets take a look in the

dictionary:

PLATFORM GAME (PLATFORUM
GAYM> one of the most hardy, lasting

and (some might say) downright
over-used formats, that has been
re-worked more times that the National

Curriculum: often successfully, but,

unfortunately, also rather crapily at

times. Many of the first platform games
to appear on the Spectrum sold well (for
a time at least) including such age old

classics as Manic Miner, Jet Set Willy,
JSW 2, and many others. They have
survived to recent times, though are
now becoming more and more extinct

due to harsh conditions and invasion of

their breeding grounds by hard-selling

modern games. Some still survive, but
sadly only in the captivity of dodgy
second hand game shops.

Well there you are. A now endangered
species. But good news for fans,

especially Sam owners, the grand-daddy
of platformers itself, Manic Miner, is

being re-written and released on the

Sam soon: for more details see last

issue’s Newsflashes.

So, the comparison. Well obviously the
games have different (very different)

storylines.

In MM, you play Miner Willy who must
escape through twenty caverns (Le.

screens) which have such
image-of-depth titles as 'The Menagerie",

'The Vat", "Return of the Kong Beast"

and "The Central Cavern". The levels

feature many horrific monsters from
firey balls and kangaroos, to penguins
and snapping toilets! The graphics are
excellent for such an old game and It

featured continuous music (monotonous
and crap, but impressive for its time)

that is thankfully optional. Needless to

say it’s an absolute bar&%$££! to

complete: I can’t get past level 5 without

the cheat The aim of each level is to

collect a certain number of keys that

are placed around the screen in

torturously inaccessible places that take

nerves of steel and more patience than

a NHS hospital to reach. Collecting the

keys opens the end of level portal (that

looks like a grate). Oh and just to make

10



things harder you only have a limited

amount of time (as in Oxygen present
in Willy’s air-tank) in each cavern.

Which takes us not-so-very-neatly
onto Switchblade. This game has a very
Japanese influence (particularly noticable

in the graphics), and sees you as Hiro
(who is one), battling against the evil

Havoc. The game is truly gargantuan.-
we’re talking superlatively large here.

The graphics, unlike MM, are
monochrome (or duochrome if you are
realy pedantic) but this is a good thing
- they are very clear and look just

right. The plot has you trying to collect

16 parts of the Fireblade, the sacred
sword of your people, which was
smashed by Havoc. The reason you
were chosen for this epic quest is

because of a natty cyber-arm thing
you're unluckily enough to have instead
of a limb, that can be used for firing,

fighting and goodness-knows-what-else.
The game differs in several major
ways from MM (yes, the comparison at
last)_for a start, it’s bigger! Whereas
MM is made up of the 20 levels, one
after another. Switchblade is really one
big level, set in some underground
caverns. Actually there’s a similiarity
here, as MM also sees you escasping
from underground caverns, though of a
rather different sort- the MM ones are
supposedly coal mines (owned by the
NCB since that logo is featured on
Willy’s Wellingtons).

Switchblade features an ingenious
exploration system, in which the
caverns aren’t shown on screen until

you actually walk into them. This really

comes into play with the inclusion of
secret rooms, very much in the style of

the Nintendo Mario games, which are
entered by kicking/punching your way
through certain walls: often these
contain bonuses such as add-ons for
your cybernectical appendage, temporary
invulnerability and all the usual goodies
we've come to expect.

That’s another big difference between

the games: Switchblade obviously
benefits from the many platformers
that have come before it (emphasis on
the word many) and takes some of the
best points, leaving out some of the
not-so-hot ones. It has got a hint of the
action/adventure too, but I’m not telling

you that as that’s something I’m going

into another time!

Basically to sum things up, MM
definately shows its age, but still

provides a few laughs even today and
with the release of the Sam version
should acquire a new set of game fans,

whilst Switchblade is clearly much
newer, and well, newer. It’s like

comparing a U reg Mini, nice little

runner, not too many miles on the clock,

with a H reg BMW: Its obviously is the
better car, but then again, not everyone
wants to, or own, a BMW. Get the
message?

MANIC MINER was released
originally by SOFTWARE PROJECTS:
198T
MANIC MINER (SAM version) will be
released soon, PriceJ9.99.

SWITCHBLADE was released by
GREMLIN: 1991. Price J9.99.

Spectronic
The Spectrum tape fanzine.

Simon Briggs, 5 Canon Young Rd.,

Whitnash, Leamington Spa,
Warks. CV31 2QU.

WIN THE GAME OF YOUR

CHOICE!
with the prize of victory
out now!
THE game in THE tape fanzine!

Send 70p r tape/+3 disk
Max value of game £10.00
Multiple purchases may be

necessary!
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A. Vincent

3
J. Crawford

It has been a sad couple of

months hasn’t it? Last issue we
waved farewell to one of the
oldest (I’d better not say that to

his face!) "hands" of Spectrum
Adventuring, with Mike Gerrard
leaving YS, but now we have to

wave goodbye to CRASH, who had
only just relented in the loosing of

it’s original "Adventure Trail", by
recruiting the ever-popular Paul
Rigby, from his usual PC
magazines and Format! Paul was
doing an excellant job, although it

still wasn’t the same as having
Derek Brewster back again!

If that wasn’t bad enough, it

seems that Enigma Tape Magazine,
which I have only just started to

"get into", seems to have gone the

same way! Is it just the time of

year, or is something catching!

Fortuanately, I have some good
news for Spectrum owners, in the

shape of a new "tape-zine", which
has been created specificly for

Spectrum Adventures.
The magazine is called

"Adventure-Link", and is created

by regular ZAT letter writer

"Doctor Dark", who for the sake of

banks would like to be called by
his more unusual name of Alec

. CarswelL

The good Doctor, has sent me a

I pre-production copy of his mag,
i) which is a cut-down version of his

C''
first issue. It contains much the

tW|_ same sort of content as any
- decent magazine: Reviews, Tips,

Solutions, News, Programming
i Tips, Listings, etc. However, the
1 format of the tape is slightly

unusual, in that it has been
created by using "PAWS"!

Alec has also a very unusual
method of reviewing Adventures.
He simulates the "action" of a
particular part of the game -

complete with responses and all.

This isn’t easy to explain, but it

works as a sort of "action

snapshot". It is little touches like

this that help to make AL rather
unique.

The only criticism 1 really had,

was due to the font he uses for
the main text. 1 would have
personally preffered a "font

switch" optioa Perhaps altering

the "CHARSET 1 command from
being in PROCESS 2, to PROCESS 1,

with a preceeding EQ 31 0 first?

Something similar perhaps? Then
perhaps a simple couple of

commands to toggle between 2-3
fonts?

Anyway, despite a few minor
glitches, which any new magazine
is bound to have in it’s first few
issues (you should try and see

issue 1 of ZAT, if you can!! I can
still remember when we had a

phone call from Timothy Green
(Computer Shopper) giving us
advice, after seeing issue 1!), I can
recomend Adventure Link to you.

Contact Alec at:

16 Montgommery Avenue
Beith

Ayrshire
SCOTLAND
KA15 1EL



Please enclose a Stamped Address
Envelope, for further details.

Now, here is a review of the PBM game
"Kingdom", from the pen of Joseph
Crawford

Kingdom

Producers : Sloth Enterprises.

Start-up Fee: Free start up,

including two turns.

Turn Fee: £1.50

Play By Mail (PBM) is a relatively

new entertainment form in the UK. The
companies which produce PBM have
either born or folded over the last ten

years.

In a PBM game, you compete with
players from all over the UK and
abroard. You don’t need a computer to

play a PBM game. All that is required is

imagination and a pen or pencil.

Although, to succeed in a PBM game, a
strong emphesis is placed upon your
tactical knowledge, diplomacy and skill.

Because of the large number of

players (in some cases!) and depth of

the information, the PBM hobby rarely
becomes boring or repetitive. In some
cases, people have been known to PBM
across periods of up to five years! A
common criticism of the PBM hobby, is

it’s cost. However, how many leisure

activities or entertainment forms offer

maximum enjoyment for under two
pounds?

years ago, and since then have won
numerous yearly awards from the

British PBM Association.

It is the challenge of Kingdom for each
player to carry out, hold and increase

the power and size of his Kingdom.
When you begin the game, you only
control a King. At the start of the

game, it is wise to create a new leader

enabling you to conquer more land in

quicker time. Each leader, whether they
be a General, Hero, Prince, Admiral,
Cleric or Wizard has it’s own strength
and weaknesses. This is worth
remembering when deciding what leader

you will create!

To remain in the game, will be your
initial challenge, for soon you will be

surrounded by enemies or (worst still?)

friends. A nice incentive for playing
"Kingdom" is the player who leads the
current top twenty, plays for free.

The world in which Kingdom is played
is large in size. In fact it is has to be

split up into no fewer than twenty
three regions! The map for Kingdom
uses an offset square grid mapping
system. This makes it possible to move
either north or south. At the start of

the game, you control an area of nine

provences (3 x 3) each 20 miles by 20
miles.

The people who inhabit the large world
of Kingdom are of an ancient race so old

that they have lost their own individual

will and only the driving force of an
exceptional individual will restore it.

You are such an individual, a King of

your people, and commander of armies.
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The game I’ll be reviewing is

"Kingdom" produced by Sloth Enterprises.

Sloth Enterprises were formed seven



Your charisma and morale will enable

you to recruit other such people. This

will also include mythical creatures such

as dragons, elves and giants. It is the

hope of the people that you alone can

bring back the glory days of ages since

past.

Kingdom was, and is, my first PBM
game. Kingdom is a very enjoyable

game, and Sloth have proven most
co-operative in the game.
Every so often, a newsletter is

produced containing humorous threats

and boasts from players across all

games. Kingdom is a well presented,

enjoyable Play By Mail game. One
couldn’t wish for a better start into the

hobby. For a free start-up, and two

turns, give it a try. What have you got

to loose? Contact Sloth afc

Sloth Enterprises

PO Box 82
Southhampton
S09 7FG

Thank you Joseph! 1 always wanted to

try out my hand on a PBM game, but I

never seemed to get round to it! I had

hoped once, to try the PBM version of

Mike Singleton’s game, Dark Sceptre.

Sadly, the Microdrive PBM version never

arrived. Pity.

1 would like to take the opportunity to

thank Colin McDonald, for the kind

comments regarding ZATs Adventure

Column in FRED 14. It is nice to be

appreciated! Colin has recently been

interviewed for David's new SAM Disk

Magazine - SAM Quartet - which should

be out by the time you read this!

On the subject of SAM Disk Magazines,

remember that if you would like to

contact Phil Glover in regards to the

SAM COUPE ADVENTURE CLUB, drop a

line to:

43 Ferndale Road
Hall Green
Birmingham
WEST MIDLANDS
B28 9AU

I am afraid that there is only one

more thing I can add to this issues

column, that is goodbye!

As from next issue, 1 am afraid that

no longer will this column be written by

the individual whose name has appeared

on the top of the first page for so long.

Instead, I am handing the entire control

of this page over to the (semi) capable

hands of David Ledbury!

Why? Well, for one good reason

really. The column has always been

written by David Ledbury since issue 1

anyway! In fact, 1 am afraid that David

has -
1 mean I have - been leading a

merry dance making people think that

he - 1 mean I - know absolutely nothing

about Adventure games!

If you think you’ve been conned, well

just imagine what I think, discovering

that I am nothing but the figment of a

warped, evil mind’s imagination!

So, after discovering that I am
nothing but a mere phantom of thought,

an "Abstract Concept", 1 will wave

goodbye!

Until next time,

David Ledbury!
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Renegade 3 - The Final Chapter
£3.99 - Hit Squad/Imagine

Ftenegade 3, which is Ocean/Imagine's
follow up to their previous license hit

Renegade, places you in a situation that
will be instantly familair to players of

the both the previous Renegade games,
and the Double Dragon games; Your
girl-friend has been kidnapped by the

villans, and it is up to you to rescue
her!

However, in Renegade 3 there is a
little more work to do, as our hero must
follow these dastardly villans throughout
history!

when compared to the others, although
this may be just an illusion!

The scenary is extremely detailed,

better than any previous game of this

type I have seen, and it is a pity I was
unable to get a screen shot! [Putting it

simply - it doesn’t like my *D much! Is

this a new protection technique?)

The sound is used to great effect on
the main selection screens. There is a
nice soundtrack on both Spectrums - a
48 and 128k version! The 128k version
features a sound effects/music toggle

option. This is a nice change when
compared to some games!

Renegade 3, on the whole, is probably
the best of it’s gendre. To put it simply,

if you like this type of game, then you
should like this one. But tie warned! It is

not easy, 1 have not as of yet even
finished the first level!

The hero, armed with only his
knowledge of the martial arts, must
take on "resident baddies" in Pre-historic

times [cavemen, dinosaurs, Pterodactyls,

boulder throwing "bears" [?)), ancient

Egypt - with it’s living dead, medieval
England - with knights and dragons, etc.

As mentioned previously, each time
era has it’s own resident "nasties". Most
of these have their own speciality,

which makes it very tricky to progress.

Add to this, natural hazzards and an
unforgiving time limit, and you have
one very tricky game indeed!

There are a number of levels

available, so it should come as no
suprise that the game is a dredded
"multi-loader". Loading, although
aggrivating, is fairly quick. Fortuanatly,
if you are a 128k owner, then the game
is just one very long single load!

In general, the sprites used are well

animated, and well defined. The players
sprite does seem a little "squashed"

RA TINGS
PLAYABILITY 31
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Impatience
FRED software - £9.99

As mentioned in last issues news
page, this game is the first full-price

offering from the stable of the
well-known SAM "diskzine" FRED.

Impatience is in actual fact a pack of

2 very different titles: Triltex and The
Viking Game. The only links between
the two games are that they are both
written by Steve Taylor, and are both
designed to strectch the mind. So I will

cover each of them in turn.
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Triltex

This game is based around the
[seemingly) popular idea of
Shanghi/Dragon Tiles. You are presented
with a screen containing a number of
tiles, and you have to match the correct
tiles to remove them. To win, you need
to have NO tiles left. This does not
sound easy, and it isn't!

Aside from the fact that there are
normally a number of tiles that look like
they could be matched correctly, but if

taken out of order could render the
screen impossible, there is also a
number additional hazzards in the form
of special function tiles. These can:
explode tiles (revealing previously hidden
ones), swop tiles over (top to bottom,
bottom to top), and other options as well.
There are also blank tiles, that prevent
you from seeing any tile hidden beneath
it, etc.

In total, there are apparently over 20
levels of tiles, each increasing in
difficulty. An access code is given on
completion of every 4th screen.

Graphicly, the game is simple. The
tiles are placed in a simple but effective
3D overlap style, each tile is detailed
with simple, but effective, designs. The
backgrounds (which can be turned off)
are simple "fill type" designs.

Control is VERY flexible. Apart from
redefinable keys, it is also possible to
use mouse or joystick control options.
Also available are options of turning the
background off, starting a game part
way in (by using an access code) and
sound off.

Sound comes in the form of simple
effects and another set of brilliant tunes
from Frantiska Fuka. I can say no more,
except WOW!

Triltex overall 90%

The Viking Game

Unlike Triltex, this is a simple 2 player
game, which is a mixture of Draughts

and Chess, which is played on the
familiar Chessboard style screen.
The idea is simply for one player to

guide their king into the corner of the
screen, and for the other player to try
and stop it!

All the pieces move in a similar
manner to Rooks in chess, i.e. Horizontal
or Verticle in any number of squares.
Pieces are captured by surrounding
them on all sides.

Graphics are simple character square
pieces, although possibly uninspiring,
they serve their purpose.
Music is also simple but efective. This

time from Steve Taylor himself.

Although the game is much simpler
than Triltex, it is still very nicely put
together, and is certainly worth it as a
bonus game.
Control options are similar to Triltex.

Conclusion: This pack is certainly a
must buy, it is value for money, and
will certainly prove to be a challenge for
many a SAM owner. It also has a very
nice cover, courtesy of Darren!!

RA TINGS
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Impossaball - Priced £299 (approx)
Re-release Players - Originally
Hewson/21st Centurary Software

Impossaball, although sounding very
reminisent of a certain toy ball with a

mind of it’s own, that appeared in the
toy shops a few years ago, has nothing
to do with the affore mentioned toy. In

actual fact, it places you in control of a
bouncing ball, that has to negotiate a
deadly obsticle course, travelling from
left to right, and in the process has to

hit various cylinders before reaching a
finishing point.

The game sounds very simple, but
playing it is another matter! The ball

follows the laws of physics nicely, in

the sense that you can’t simply "stop

dead in your tracks"! The actual
controls include the ability to increase

the balls power, thus it’s height.

Therefore, to negotiate a difficult

obsticle, you must be able to turn
quickly and sharply, so precision timing
is a must.

To achieve your objective, you need
to bounce on top of a set number of

cylinders, pounding them into the
ground. Preventing you from doing this

are numerous obsticles: Flames, spikes,

etc. These all have a habbit of grouping

together, needing very careful timing to

dodge between them.

The graphics, on the whole, are clean,

crisp and well defined. The ball moves
swiftly "in and out" of the screen in a
simple 3D manner. The illusion of depth
is handled by simple size variation, but
this works exceptionly welL The sprites

of the "nasties'" are equally well defined,

with the flames in particular looking

very menacing!
Colour is kept to simple red, white

and blue, but works very well.

Presentation is excellant throughout.
The scrolling is exceptionally smooth,

and seemingly faultless, and unlike

many other games of similar types to

this, it is possible to move backwards
and fowards without any problems.

Sound is used sparsely throughout,
although in the case of a number of

games at the time this was written
(1986 to be exact) the emphesis was
more on game-play than sound.
However, a very effective

multi-channel styled effect is used on
the high score/front end screen.

All in all, Impossaball is a very
simplistic game that still has a lot of

gameplay to offer 5 years after it

came out.

I would recommend this to anyone
with a great deal of patience, as careful
timing and perceverence are the 2
main talents needed to solve this one.

HA TINGS
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Also available from Players/Hewson, is

RanaRarna. A Gauntlet styled game in

which you play a frog! Great fun!
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Another issue has arrived, and once

again it is time for me to take the

stand, and to waffle about what delights

are abound in the wonderful world of

SAM and Spectrum Public Domain.

What a shame that this is seemingly
not the case!

Recently, when writing to Robin

Alway, I be-moaned the lack of decent

Spectrum PD software, and asked any
Spectrum PD writers to contact ZAT.
What a response! What response? Why
do 1 bother?

1 really need to see PD Software for

the Spectrum, to believe it actually

exists! 1 have intended to write some
Adventures especially for the Spectrum
PD, but what is the point if no-one else

can be bothered? 1 really don't know!
I believe, however, one of the hoard of

loyal ZAT subscribers, is actually

working on a ZAT shareware
Adventure! For the Spectrum!!!

More about this, when I hear more
about it!

Many of you may remember in last

issues column, my saying about the

latest disk to appear on the ZAT PD
Label - the utility disk containing the

latest version of the SAM Disk utility

"Humphrey" (from the programmer
behind the excellant SAM Manic Miner,

Matthew Holt!), a compression program,
and a Spectrum emulator (the latter 2
from Steve’s Software).

Well, the bad news is that this disk

no longer exists, and is no longer

available!
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The good news is, that they now form
part of the contents of ZAT’s new disk

off-shoot, SAM Quartet!

SQ, as 1 will reffer to SAM Quartet as
for short, is the answer to the common
moan that a few dedicated SAM owners
have had about ZAT. That is "Why
can’t you drop the Spectrum, and
concentrate on the SAM?’. Any, or at

least most, SAM owners would probably
agree with this, but unfortuanatly it

would not be fair on the Spectrum
contigent of ZAT's readership, which
forms about 45% of the readership.

However, SQ can concentrate PURELY
on the SAM, without any mention of

the Spectrum (maybe just the odd
mention!).

SQ, is a quarterly publication, the first

issue of which has been launched at the

same time as this issue, November 10th.

Each issue costs £1.50 + (you guessed it)

postage! 20p UK, 50p Europe. ZAT
subscribers can pay only a measily

£1.20 UK, or £150 Europe (including

postage). Ain’t I kind? Some parts of

Europe (particularly Eastern) may have
problems recieving SQ, so please contact

me for details.

SQ is a quarterly, as the name
suggests, for 2 reasons:

1) so I don’t step on the toes of the

existing mags too much!
2) so 1 actually get a moment, out of

my busy schedule, to actually prepare

an issue WITHOUT STUPID MISTAKES!!!

(Which some other Disk Mags have
problems with, once in a while. No
offence intended!)

Issue 1 contains, not only the affore

mentioned utilities, but an excellant

puzzle game from resident machine code

whizz, Daniel Cannon called LETTIS, the

full version of Integrated Logic's

excellant Sound Help series (which we
partially featured a couple of issues

back), some useful sound effects from



Simon N Goodwin, and all sorts of
goodies.

SQ features it’s own "magazine" type
section, ON-LINE, which features a
lengthy introduction from Darren
(Somebody, no names mentioned, does
like to waffle!). I have also got a pretty
big interview with the Editor of Fred,
Colin MacDonald, an article on the new
SAM Adventure Club from Phil Glover,
and much more!

At the time of writing, 1 am still

finishing off some of the contents of
this disk. A couple more reviews, maybe
a couple of previews, hopefully a
screen-shot, and so-on. However, I can
still see me finishing in time for my
deadline, so contact me ASAP!

I am hoping for each issue to be
packed solid of goodies, with not a single
byte free! (Well, theoreticly!) Most of the
time these contents will be unique, but
if 1 feel an item needs to be spread
further around, I will Sound Help for
example, has appeared on Outlet & SAM
Supplement. However with Stepen
Wilson's permission, 1 have repeated it

because it is a much needed item. It

does seem to me, that not enough people
know how to use the SAM Sound Chip
to it's best. Maybe this may help
someone to get the hang of it.

If you want to buy an issue, send
your money to ZAPs usual address, but
please make cheques payable to
D-Ledburv !

Contributions are welcome, they could
be articles on almost anything, or
programs, routines, graphics, but as SQ
is mainly PD, they will be unpaid!

As from this issue, I am planning a
re-shuffle of the odd couple of disks
available in the ZAT Disk Library. As
from next issue, 1 am planning to
arrange a pure distribution service, thus
eliminating the time, cost and hassle of
duplicating all the disks myself. So, with

this insentive, next issue MAY see more
disks, slightly cheaper than currently
available. I am negotiating with a
number of people to distribute their
wares, so keep tuned! To coin a phrase,
"There is too much ground to cover, and
too little time to cover it in, so why
stop digging!" (Eh?)

Due to a little delay in working on
this issue, I have just received
Enceladus 7. It’s utterly amazing (as
usual!), but to give Graham and Co.
justice, I will review this properly in SQ
and issue 12! Keep your eye’s peeled for
Graham’s Ad this issue!! (By the way,
for any Enceladus readers, I intended to
write an Adventure for 7, but I had to
abandon the project due to health
reasons. I may be able to finish it for 8,
but no promises!

But what about the Spectrum? Well,
unlike Amstrad (although people don’t
seem to have made up their minds
about that fact), I haven't forgotten the
"old-faithful". I intend to launch a
Spectrum disk mag during the 2nd
quarter ’92. However, this will depend on
the response of SQ. Naturally, the
Spectrum "mag" will be called "Spectrum
Quartet". The problem is which disk
format? I use the +D disk interface,
which is invaluable if you also have a
SAM, but others have Discovery’s, +3‘s,

even Quick Disks! 1 will await the Poll

with interest

Do these ventures mean that I’ll give
up ZAT? Not a chance! 1 created the
mag, so I’ll give a fair hand in the
contents of each issue! ZAT is still

growing, and has plenty of room for
subtle improvements. Don’t forget, issue
12 sees our second year! Look at the
difference of this issue compared to 5!

What will next year bring?

Next issue features a review of one of
Turbo’s PD disks, from Joseph Crawford,
plus the usual moans from me!
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BUYERS sound: £9'"’ on Revelation’s CLASSIC
-rrTni|._

lable. Another classic making a
Jtl I RUM appearance on this lable, is SPLAT:

£9.99. Also available: HEXAGONIA f£9.99
REVELATION) from Czechoslovakia.
From FRED there’s IMPATIENCE:
featuring 2 vastly different puzzle

Time has flown by and Christmas looms games: £9.99.

once more, so to help you choose what USEFUL ITEMS: DUSTCOVERS: prices
Sam and Spectrum presents to buy for vary from outlets, all under £10), box of
your friends, and to treat yourself to, discs (£7.00 to £8.00)
here’s a selection to choose from.
All the prices shown are approximate, Spectrum compilation sets include:
as they can vary from shop to shop. VIRTUAL WORLDS: £12.99, featuring
Dealers addresses are shown on the list CASTLE MASTER 1 and 2 - THE
at the end. CRYPT, DRILLER and TOTAL ECLIPSE.

POWER UP: £12.99, including TURRICAN,
BUDGET GAMES/PD X-OUT, RAINBOW ISLANDS, CHASE HQ

Software and ALTERED BEAST.

All Dizzy games, either separately or as SAM game titles include: PRINCE OF
part of the DIZZY COLLECTION: £7.50. PERSIA (£14.99 REVELATION/DOMARK)
Current budget re-releases include: ROBO MONSTERS (£1499
IMPOSSIBALL (£3.99 PLAYERS), DOMARK/ENIGMAj, SPHERA (£14.99
RAMARAMA (£199’ PLAYERS). XENON ENIGMA), PIPEMANIA (£1499
(£2.99 MASTERTR0NIC), CABAL (£3.99 EMPIRE/ENIGMA), DEFENDERS of the
HIT SQUAD), NEW ZEALAND STORY EARTH (£14.99 ENIGMA), FIVE ON
(£2.99 HIT SQUAD; also part of the TREASURE ISLAND (£14.99 ENIGMA),
RAINBOW COLLECTION £7.50 which also M1NDGAMES 1 and 2 (£14.99 each
includes RAINBOW ISLANDS and ENIGMA),and MULTIPACK

1 (SAM
BUBBLE BOBBLE), UNTOUCHABLES STRIKES OUT/FUTUREBALL £14 '19

(£3-99 HIT SQUAD), CHASE HQ (£3.99 ENIGMA).
HIT SQUAD) and many more titles soon.

UTILITY SOFTWARE
PD outlets: FROM BEYOND (SPECTRUM
ADVENTURE), SCPDSA (catalogue Serious SAM USERS can go for:
available), GARNER DESIGNS MIDI SEQUENCER (including leads*
(SPECTRUM/SAM see 3 fie SC for £3250 SAMCO, THE OFFICAL SAM
address). MOUSE- £39.99 SAMCO, SC ASSEMBLER

and SC FILER V2 £1250 each, STEVES
Low cost adventures for the Spectrum SOFTWARE/SAMCO, SPECMAKER
can be brought from Gordon Inglish, who (£19.99 SD SOFTWARE), FLEXIPAGE
is re-releasing classic titles, for around (£15JX) FLEXIBASE SOFTWARE),
£2.00. He also stocks a small number of OUTWRITE word processor (£ OUTLET),
Spectrum PD titles. MASTERDOS (£15.99 SAMCO),

MASTERBASIC (£15.99 SAMCO), COMET
FULL PRICE GAMES machine code assembler/ simple text

editor (£3000 SAMCO), 256 K UPGRADE
For SAM gamers there’s the long MEMORY (£29.99 SAMCO) and the
awaited MANIC MINER, 3 times bigger PRINTER/COMMS INTERFACE (£29.99
than the original, with full colour and SAMCO)
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Serious SPECTRUM USERS can go for:

DICE - +3 disk utility, for general disk

care, £14.95. Spectrum Machine Code
Course, with free Editor and
Disassembler, £20. Disk Back-up Utility

(+3), £14.95. +3 Diary/Filing System,
£12.95. All of these are available on disk,

from Kobrahsoft.

Microdrive Management and Recovery
System, £9.75. Plus a wide range of

Microdrive utilities, from Roybot.

PCG DTP System. WordMaster
Wordprocessor, £13.95. Headliner,

Graphic/ Title designer, £10.95.

TypeLiner, Layout, £18.95.

Full pack £37.95. All Spectrum
models/Drives catered for. SAM Version
available. Font Packs. £1295. 2 new
packs of fonts for above system.

SAM specific software utility software
includes: G.M. CALC £9.99, the low cost

Spreadsheet and G.M. BASE, the low cost

database utility, available from GLM
SOFTWARE. There’s LERM’s ADDRESS
AND TELEPHONE MANAGER: £8.99,

SAMCO, ESSENTIAL SOFTWARE’S 007
DISASSEMBLER: £6.95

HARDWARE

For serious Spectrum users, with big

wallets, take a look at Date]:

£49.99 buys a Mouse, Advanced Art
Studio, plus a mat and holder! The +D
Disk Interface, is a mere £59.99, or with
a Disk drive for only another £70.00.

Music lovers should take a look at the
Music Machine. Sampling abilities, Midi

abilities, etc. Brilliant! Only £49.99.

RAMPrint. Combined Printer Interface

and Word Processor. £34.99
RAM Turbo Joystick Interface. Sinclair/

Kempston/ Protex Options, duel port.

£22.99. Datel

Multiface 1/128/+3. All allow backing up
of original titles. AIL bar MF3, allow

hacking software to be installed. £29.95

- £34.95 - Romantic Robot.

VideoFace.

Digitiser, allows storing of SCREENS files.

£29.95. Romantic Robot

Printers: Citizen 120-D, £150. Star LC10,

£170.

Computers:
Spectrum +3:£120 - £150, Spectrum
+2a:£120 [prices approximate)
SAM Coupe, 512k, Disk Drive, plus
software:£199.99

MAGAZINES

Disc/fanzine wise there’s: FRED: £L50
per disc, ENCELADUS: £250 per disc,

SAM SUPPLEMENT: £L50 per disc,

OUTLET: £1.50 per disc, and a new
beastte SAM QUARTET, £150 U.K., £200
Overseas. (£1.20 to ZAT subers!) and
THE SAM COUPE ADVENTURER’S CLUB:
£1.00 per disc, FREE MEMBERSHIP.
Paper based zines include: ZAT,
naturally, ADVENTURE PROBE: £150 per
issue, FROM BEYOND: £150 per issue and
SINCLAIR AND SAM COMPUTING: £1.75

per issue, IF YOU CAN FIND AN ISSUE!

Addresses

SAM Computers Ltd. Lakeside, Pheonix
Way, Swansea, SA7 9EH

Kobrahsoft, Pleasant View, Hulme Lane,
Longton, Stoke-on-Trent, ST3 5BH

LERM, 11 Beaconsfield Close, Whitley
Bay, NE25 9UW

DATEL, Govan Rd, Fenton Ind. Estate,
Fenton, Stoke on Trent, ST4 2RS

GM Software, 48 Main Rd, Crynant,
Neath, SA10 8NP

SD Software, 70 Rainhall Road,
Barnoldswick, Lancashire, England, BB8
6AB

Steve’s Software, 7 Narrow Close,
Histon, Cambridge, CB4 4XX

OUTLET, 605 Loughborough Rd, Birstall,
Leicester, LE4 4NJ



Program Box^
5teven Hemp

Yep, it’s rne again- I’m back with all

that you ever wanted to know - but
couldn’t understand - about "vars". Good
eh?

¥ARS (23627 and 23B2B1

These 2 bytes, when peeked nicely, will
deliver the start' address of the
variables area. This area comes straight
after the program area. This is so that
all the variables can be save along with
any program.

First of all, let us look at how a variable
is stored. Reset you machine and type
in the following:

10 LET A=42
20 LET V=PEEK 23627 + 256* PEEK
23628
30 PRINT PEEK V; TAB 6;V
40 IF V<23887 YHRN LET V=V+1, GOTO
30

When this is run it will genorate 2
columns of numbers (see fig 1).

Now, taking this a group at a time:

The first 4 lines hold the A=42 part of
our program, 97 being the code for a.
Variables are all converted to lower
case, the 0's are merely seperators.

The next 5 numbers hold V=76+256*93
V=23884
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After this the next 2 lines hold a 0,
another seperator, and a 128, the end of
variables area marker - a bit like the
one at the end of the program area.

97 23875
0 23876
0 23877
42 23878
0 23879
0 23880
118 23881
0 23882
0 23883
76 23884
93 23885
0 23886
128 23887

Fig 1

As I have already said, the variable
area comes directly after the program
area, so knowing this we can write a
simple "program length" program
(simply taking PROG away from VARS).

9999 PRINT "PROGRAM LENGTH:"^PEEK
23627 + 2S6* PEEK 23628) - (PEEK
23635 + 256 * PEEK 23636; BYTES"
STOP

There is a problem with this though.
The line itself takes up over a hundred
bytes, as can be seen by running it

alone.

So to get around this, we shall write an
alternative routine in, gasp, machine
code!

1 have been asked to print assembler
listings, so I have done so, but for people
without assemblers, (like myself) I shall
also print the decimal equivalent



alongside.

ORG 65000 (or anywhere - it is

relocatable)

plaster Plan §l
Programming withPAW&GAC (Pt ;9

)

CHAN .OPEN: 5633 (1601H)

STACK BC: 11563 (2D2BH)
PRINT TOP: 11747 (2DE3H)

62, 2 LD A2
205, 1. 22 CALL "CHAN-OPEN"
42, 75. 92 LD HL^23627)
237, 75, 83 LD BC. (23635)
237,66 SBC HL.BC
68 LD B.H
77 LD C,L

205,43,45 CALL "STACK-BC'
205^27,45 CALL "PRINT-TOP"
62,13 LD A.13
215 RST 10H
201 RET

Now a RANDOMIZE USR will print
the length of any program in memory.

Well, I’m at the foot of the page again,
so al that remains for me to say is 'If

you’ve got any problems, or ideas, then
write to me, Steven Kemp, c/o ZAT."

TURBO
The fanzine for SAM Users!

A. Betts, 8 Healey. Tamworth,
Staffs, B77 2RF.

Game reviews. Interviews, and much

£5.00 for 5 issues, £10 for 11 issues.

Subscribers have access to PD Library!
Cheques payable to A. Betts.

Into the Labyrinth
Mazes

By D.Ledbury

For those of you who havent seen
this section of the mag before, and for
those who have forgotten it in it’6 long
absense, welcome to "Master Plan", ZATs
section giving you advice in

programming the Adventure
Development packages - PAW & GAC.

Since this is supposed to be the
festive season (well, it will be before
issue 12 comes out!) 1 have decided to
have a one off special feature, on the
bane of many an Adventurer - MAZES!

For those who have been unlucky (or

is it lucky ?) not to have come across a
Maze in an adventure, 1 will explain
some of the various types available.

Type 1:

The "Logical" Maze.

This type obeys any standard
mapping rules: going north, then south
will take you to the original location. No
obvious tricks, apart from the fact that
all the locations will look similar (a few
kind programmers will use slightly

different locations). Useful for caves,
forests, wide plains, etc.

Occasionally, useful objects may be
hidden, as you will obviously miss them,
in a repetitive description.
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Type 2:
The "Warped Logic" Maze.

This was my former favourite type
of maze, that is until I got lost in one I

created! This is the type where going

North, and then South could take you
into a completely different area. By
simply altering the Exit table, so it

follows no logical pattern, a situation can
be created in a few locations that can
be nearly impossible to solve!

Imagine this situation. You have a 6
location game. You have to get from a
cottage at 1 to bridge at 6, and have to

journey through a haunted wood. Here is

a Location Table/Exit Table, that

includes a maze in the woods:

1) A Cottage, Exits N to a haunted

Exits. N 2

2) A Haunted Wood, exits all around
Exits. S3N2E3W4
3) A Haunted Wood, exits all around
Exits. S2N4W2E2
4) A Haunted Wood, exits all around
Exits. N4S3W2E5
5) A Haunted Wood, exits all around
Exits. N4S4W3E6
6) A rope bridge, spanning a

bottomless chasm
Exits. E 7 W 2

As you can see, the path through the

maze is hardly logical, but it is possible.

N,W,E,E,E to be exact. This is only a
simple 4 location maze, just imagine
what a 12 location maze is like!

Type 3:
The "One-Location" Maze!

One location? How can one location be

a maze? Quite easy really!

By just manipulating the fact that the

systems can use flags/counters, it is

possible to create a situation where each

move adds one to a different counter

for each direction, and each counter is

reset for a different move.

For an example, imagine you had a
location, where the player "Stands in a

seemingly endless corridor, with untold

horrors screaching their way North and
South across the corridor, in a maniacal

manner".

The objective is to move towards the

East, towards the end of the corridor.

Moving N or S heads you straight into

one of the "Untold horrors" and sends

you back to the start (resets a counter

to 0] but moving E will add one to the

counter, until it equals say 100. The
player would then be moved into a new
location. W, on the other hand, could

subtract 1 from a counter and when it

equalled 0, would allow you to move into

the room on the true west of the

location.

As you can see, there are a number
of different maze types. However, there

are only a few ways of over-comming
them.
The most logical, is by dropping objects

on the ground, moving off in a direction,

and seeing if the object is in the "new"

location.

This can be easily othercome by a
number of means, one of which was
used in "Mountains of Ket" whereby a
rat ran off with any objects dropped If

any objects are picked up in any
manner, it is kinder to deposit them
somewhere (as in "Golden Eggcup" which
collected items in a shopping bag!) so the

adventurer can recover them later on.



There are only other 2 ways that I

know of progressing through a maze.
The first is by pure luck and patience.
This is not advisable, as I found out
myself, and can lead to the computer
(or at least the game) being thrown
through the window in frustration! The
other way is by the using a map. A
caring programmer (surely a
contradiction in terms?) will either
provide a map with the game, or will

allow you to find, buy, or trade to get a
map or route of any maze he has used.

Mazes, if used correctly, can help to
(apparantly) increase the size of an
adventure considerably, and as with
example 3, can increase the number of
areas a system can use. PAW, for
example, can only handle 250+ locations,

but with careful flag manipulation, can
seem to handle much more. They can
also be used as an obstide, that can
only be passed with the aid of a map,
available when a problem is solved
correctly.

However, mazes should be used with
care, as they can make an adventure
unplayable in the wrong hands! That’s
coming from someone who wrote a
game that included 14 mazes, and then
got lost in them!

IntErgratEDBitS
by BtEVEn Wilson

SAM-CLASS, PART 2

All of the available memory is split into
16k pages, so if you have a 256k SAM,
you will have£56/16 = 16, 16 different
"sheets of writing" availabe, and if you
have a 512k SAM, you have 512/16 = 32,
32 different 16k pages available to you.

You can slot any of these pages into the
4 slots.

Now as I said, the 64K memory is

divided up into 4 slots, numbered from
0 - 3. In Slots 0 and 1, this is referred
to as the Low memory and slots 1 and
2, this is referred to as the High
memory.

At startup, when you switch on SAM,
pages 0 and 1, are in Slots 0 and 1, and
pages 2 and 3 are in slots 2 and 3.

Normally, the ROM resides in slot 0, but
because it is a 32K Rom, sometimes, the
rest of the ROM goes into slot 3, but
you don’t have to worry about this.

In slot 1, this is where all the system
variables, stack BASIC program and
variables are stored, and slots 2 and 3,
are usually free.

When programming in machine code,
you may want to use all of the
memory, so to change which pages are
in which slots, you must tell the ASIC
thia

You tell it, by writing to a PORT.

A port is like a memory locations,

except it is not connected tothe RAM
Chips, instead the data just appears on
the DATA BUS, and the peripheral for
which it is intented for gets the DATA.

To the processor, the ASIC, is another
peripheral, just like a printer, or joystick.
Except, the ASIC knows when data is

intented for it

BUT!! There is 2 ports for each of the 2
slots, 1 for the Low Memory (Slots 0 &
1), and 2 for the High Memory (slots 2



& 3). The ASIC works out the memory
in the following way:
For Example:

Say, you want page 10 to go into Slot 2,

Well this is okay, but page 11 also gets
moved into slot 3. You CAN ONLY
REFER TO SL0TS0 AND Z The page up
1 from the one you requested gets put
into the next slot ip page 10 may go
into slot 2, but page 11 also goes into slot

3. You CANNOT have page 3 in slot 3
and page 10 in slot 4.

This is not a disadvantage, it just

requires logical thinking when you plan
everything out in the memory.

BUT!! (again), what happens, if you want
to put a page in SLOT 0 and also want
to use the ROM.(as the ROM lies in slot

0) Well, there is a provision for that.

You put your code in the page above
the one you are going to slot into slot 0
- ip if you want page 10 into slot 0, put
your cole in page 11. You can then tell

the ASIC that you want to keep the
ROM in, when you use the port.

There is a hidden problem! Your code
will have paged-out the system
variables, the stack etc. So what do you
do if you (or the ROM routine), wants to

access them?

Well you CALL a special ROM routine,

that runs your ROM routine of your
choice by momentarily paging-in the
system vars, running the routine, then
pages back your code.

See diagram at the end of this section.

Using the ports.-

BASIC- use OUT n, a

(n=port, a=data)

M/C: either : LD Ap OUT (n),a

or LD C, n LD Ap 0UT(C),a

Assuming you know how to use binary,
and bits here is the format:

To use slots 0 & 1, Low Memory:
PORT 250

Bit 0-4: The page you want to be slotted

in *«

Bit 5: If this is set to 1, RAM replaces

slot 0, i.e you do not want to use the
ROM
Bit 6k If this is set to 1, ROM 1 the other
half of the ROM goes to slot 3.

Bit 7: If this is set, the RAM in SLOT 0,

cannot be written to

»* When using these bits be careful of

the page nos, I have used the
numbering that MGT/SAM CO have
used:

Page 14, is where the screen starts, but
the screen starts at (on 256K) 245760,
so 14*16384 does not - 245760 it =

229376, so when using these and all the

other ports that use the memory
paging, if working with these Page nos,

add 1 to it, if working with addresses, it

is okay, just divide your address with
16384.

You see in bit 5, this is the bit to use if

you want to use the ROM, well if you
have already put your code into SLOT
0, and then want to use the ROM,
simply OUT your page no. again, but
with this bit not set-as long as the

place where you call it from does not
come from slot 0.

Continued next issue.



For a change this issue, we are
including a useful listing from Daniel

Cannon, for all SAM owners with
MasterDos.

Next issue, we will feature a review
from Daniel, of Andy Wright’s new SAM
BASIC extention: Master BASIC.

Don’t forget, if you have any clever or

useful programs you would like to send
in to ZAT - whether they be for the

Spectrum or SAM, BASIC, CODE, FORTH,
PASCAL or whatever - send them in to

the usual address. Who knows, you too

may have a moment of glory!

10 REM Bulk rename,
20 REM Public Domain.
30 REM Version 1.0,

40 REM Completed 14/6/91.

50 REM By & (C) Daniel Cannon
60 REM Share and enjoy...

70 REM Requires Master DOS.

80 REM Rename lots of files

90 REM once. Useful after a

100 REM Snapshotting session.

110

120 MODE 4, CLS £i PRINT £0,"Please

insert disc to rename"i PAUSE IF

DSTAT(»,1)=-1 THEN INPUT INKEY*.

PRINT £0;"Check disc in drive". PAUSE
50. GO TO 120
130 DIR =\. LET a*=DIR*+STRING*(180,"
"),b*=a*,tot=LEN a*/10~18,pos=l. CLS .

PRINT ">", TAB 11,"<••; TAB 20,">”, TAB
31,

V

140 INPUT INKEY*. PRINT £0,"UP/DOWN
move, ENTER change, G go"

150 printdir. DO . GET c*. LOOP UNTIL
INSTR(CHR* 10+CHR* 11+CHR*
13+"gG",c*). LET pos=pos+(c*=CHR* 10

AND pos<tot)-(c*=CHR* 11 AND pos>l)

160 IF c*=CHR* 13 THEN INPUT

"Rename ",TRUNC* FN first*," to ",

LINE b*(FN start TO FN end). IF

TRUNC* FN second$<>"“ THEN GO TO
140. ELSE LET b*(FN start TO FN
end)=FN first*. GO TO 140
170 IF c*«"g" AND c*<>"G" THEN GO
TO 150
180 FOR a=l TO tot. LET pos=a. IF FN
first*«>FN second* THEN LET
b=FSTAT(FN first*,3). IF b<>21 THEN
RENAME FN first* TO FN second*.

ELSE RENAME DIR FN first* TO FN
second*
190 NEXT a. GO TO 120
200 DEF PROC printdir

210 WINDOW 1,10,0,18. PRINT a*(FN
start TO FN start+189). WINDOW
21,30,0,18. PRINT b*(FN start TO FN

start+189). WINDOW . END PROC
220 DEF FN first*=a*(FN start TO FN
end)

230 DEF FN second*=b*(FN start TO
FN end)
240 DEF FN start=pos*10-9
250 DEF FN end=pos«10
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In the past, apart from the numerous
regular game reviews, ZAT has taken

time to review the occasional utility

program (disassemblers, filing program,
disk utility, assemblers, etc) for the
SAM and Spectrum user. At the same
time, there have been numerous
suggestion from readers, for a technical

advice page, and more besides. So, to

acknowledge all of these suggestions, we
have created this new column.

So join me, my cohort in crime, Andy
Davis, and a cast of thousands, every
issue (space permitting) for Mean Biz.

All of us would like reader participation

with the column, so if you have any
tips, or think a utility is worthy of

review, drop us a line at the usual

address...

Likewise, if you are stuck with a
particular conundrum, or baffled by
Basic, confused by code, perplexed by
ports, then let us know, and we’ll see

what can be done.

For starters, here’s Richard Swann,
with an explanation on the possible

problems you could have, if you have a

Spectrum +2a/+3

WHAT’S WRONG
WITH MY +3?

1) TAPE TOLERANCE - On a 48K
Spectrum, data loading from tape is

passed through some circuitry to help

eliminate unwanted noise on the tape,

before the data reaches the CPU’s
input/output port. Unfortunately, the +3
lacks this circuitry, the result being that

there are far more tape errors.

2) COPYING FILES - On older .-3s, when
you copy a disk, the top 5K of memory
is used as a buffer for copying disks -

wiping out any valuable data that may
have been there. The way round this is

to save the contents of this part of

memory, and reload them after copying,

but nevertheless this is very annoying.

3)

INTERFACE PROBLEMS - The edge

connector on the back of a +3 looks just

like that of a 48K Spectrum, but there

are several major differences. On a 48K
Spectrum, the edge connector can supply
either a 5V or a 9V voltage to supply

the extra hardware’s power; however, a
+3 can only supply 5V through the edge

connector. This means that pieces of

hardware which require a 9V power
source for the Spectrum, such as the

Interface One, just won’t work on a +3.

The other problem is the removal of a
signal called ROMCS, which is used in,

amongst other things, the Multiface One,

which means that any hardware that

can be used to transfer from tape to

disk is useless. There is, of course, a d3

version of the Multiface, but it’s

incompatible with large amounts of

specific +3 software because of the lack

of this signal.

(NBi A "+3" in this case also means
the Spectrum +2A, which looks like a

+2, but with a black case.)

There are many pieces of software and
hardware which don’t run on the

Spectrum +3 quite like they should. Here
are some of the most common faults on
the +a-
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A further problem of interfaces arises

from the replacement of the old 9VDC
power pug on a 48K Spectrum to a big

S-pin DIN plug on a +3. This means that

many interfaces, such as the RAM
Music Machine and RAMPrint just won’t

fit on a +3.

4)

ROM ERRORS - When you put a >:



into 48K BASIC, it may look and seem
like a 48K Spectrum, but parts of the

BOM are very different. Some pieces of

software, and some protection systems
such as Power-Load, refer to parts of

the ROM which have been changed.
Therefore, the programs get the wrong
result back, and won’t work properly.

The same problem occurs of the SAM,
but it is possible to save a 48K
Spectrum’s ROM and reload it into the

SAM’s RAM so a 48K Spectrum can be

mimicked exactly, (although occasionaly,

some of the routines in the Spectrum
ROM, particularly tape loading, need to

be slowed down due to the SAM’s faster

processor. D.L.)

5) SLOW BASIC - The original 48K
Spectrum BASIC was slow enough, but
all the corrections and alterations to the
original BASIC that are present in the
+3 slow the computer down even more,
so a program on a +3 will run slower

than the same program on a 48K
Spectrum.

The copying problem was fixed on
later +3s, but none of the other faults

were ever fixed, and even though the

+3 is now no longer in production, the

edge connector, ROM and slow BASIC
faults are sill present in the +2A, the

only currently available Spectrum in

the shops.

The slow BASIC problem would be
complicated to fix, but there is no good

reason why the edge connector and ROM
were ever changed in the first place.

Now with the advent of the SAM, you
can at long last buy a computer which
has a high 48K Spectrum software

compatibility rate, and almost
guarantees 100% success if you have a
48K Spectrum already.

Next we have a review of the low-cost

SAM Spreadsheet, GM Calc, reviewed
by D.Ledbury_

BM Calc is another budget utility from
Malcolm Philips & Gary Thomas. Like

GM Base, this too is written purely in

BASIC. However it still boasts an array
of features

The worksheet is 5200 cells: 100 rows
• 52 columns; Each can hold a number,
text or formula.

Movement around the sheet is by
cursors, with functions keys for special

options.

Functions include: goto cell A1 or AZ10Q,

enter/edit number, enter/edit text.

Further options are available from a

simple menu system. This includes:

system, disk, print and further options.

System: recalculate, help, clear, graph

(produces a histogram of chosen values)

Disk: load, save, directory

Print: print formulae, range, pica, comp
pica, NLQ, comp NLQ
Further: range copy, range erase, sort

range, month data

Formulae available: SUM, COS, SIN,

plus addition, subtraction, multiplication

8e division. Absolute cells can be created,

which allows a cell to be used by a

formula as a reference (ie VAT).
Taking everything into account, this is

a well-presented simple to use package.

It offers a number of facilities that

should be of use to anyone needing a

home-based spreadsheet.

The only real handicap is the

recalculation speed, which is

understandable when you consider all

calculations are done from within BASIC;

Although SAM BASIC is fast, it is not

that fast!

One suggestion 1 would dare to make,
that in future maybe a new version

could use MasterBasic’s improved
numeric facilities?

RA TINGS
USEFULNESS Si
PFIESEN T A T ION *2
COMPATIBILITY

OVERALL X)
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From page 4-

Of course, the computers served by
the disk are the Amiqa, ST and PC.
with other computers such as SAM
disk driven Spectrums. Apricots]
Archies, etc not getting a look in.
And with 52 disks a year I dare say
that some room for the above
mentioned machines, and some even
more esoteric devices, COUI D be
found. But it won’t be! However, what
with sales seemingly so drastically
down, will the disk continue to be a
feature of NCF. and will NCE continue
publication, beyond-say, next year? I

mention this only because the branch
of John Menzies that I use, used to
sell some ID - 20 copies of NCF per
week. They now order only THRFF and
don’t always sell all of those. I

wonder who made the stupid decision
and who, at a more senior level,
allowed the idea to go ahead? I don’t
know, but suspect there may be staff
changes in the future at Future!

The latest news regarding Newsfield
s that the receivers MIGHT be
launching an invesiqation to see if the
company traded whilst insolvent and
tape duplicators Ablex of Telford are
owed some money, but then again this
is happening to a lot of companies
these days! Some potential good news
is that several groups have expressed
interest in the CRASH and ZZAPP
titles. Ironically, it’s reported that
CRASH and ZZAPP were profitable, but
other publications introduced later on
by Newsfield proved to be unprofitable
and certainly did not help matters.

s information was gleaned from the
Shropshire Star, which has been giving
the sad tale a lot of coverage as
Newsfield was a major employer in the
South Shropshire town of I udlow,
employing 45 people. As not a month
goes by without at least a couple of
fairly major employers going to the
wall in Ludlow due to the recesion,

; easy to see why Ludlow could not
afford to lose another 45 jobs.

That just about raps if up for now,
save to fell you about my new kitten,
Charlie. She loves if when I use my
Uncle Sir Clive black box 12ft
Spectrum. She uses the keyboard as a
dance floor and the heat sink as
something to sleep on! Of course, we
don’t want overheating, do we?! Bye
for now and DO fake care!



When more news develops over the
future of Crash, well let you know!

Birthday greetings!

NEWSFLASHES
compiiedbyDawd Ledbury

Newsfield News.

The biggest news item over these last

few weeks, must really be the sad
demise of Newsfield - publishers of

ZZAPP 64, Fear & of course - Crash!

Crash has always held a special place
of honour for me, as it was actually due
to the inspiration and advice of Roger
Kean - one of Newsfield’s directors and
co-founders - that enspired me to

launch the original ZAT in 1988! (the
one that lasted for a whopping one
issue!) Roger’s advice, and decent
treatment (personally showing a "mere
nobody" around the original Victoria

Wines office!) encouraged me enough to

go ahead with the wild idea of setting

up a fanzine. Other Crash people, such
as Nick Roberts and Richard Eddy, have
also been of great help to ZAT.

But all is not doom and gloom!
According to Shropshire’s Daily paper,
"Shropshire Star" and Sinclair User, a
number of parties have expressed an
interest in 3 of Newsfield’s titles. No
names of any party envolved at
present, although I do suspect that
possibly one of Newsfield’s "rivals" may
be involved. Let’s hope it’s true, as
Crash was beginning to return to it’s old

top form!

However, 2 people previously involved
in Crash have already found new
influential jobs. Nick Roberts, is now
working at SAMCO, in a Public Relations

capacity. Graham 'Turbo" Mason, the
Pokemania expert (and original SAM
Spectrum Emulator Writer!), is now
writing a technical section for SU.

As mentioned in a previous News page,
SAMCO have recently released their
first Birthday pack, featuring a variety
of goodies! Also featured, was a limited
birthday subscription offer to ZAT, and
Matthew Holt/ZATs excellent PD Disk
Utility Humphrey!

ZAT would like to welcome all of our
new subscribers to this issue, and we
hope you will continue to read this,

probably the best magazine in the world
(well, certainly in Shropshire!)!

ZAT Splits!

Well, not really!

ZAT has always had a pretty even
mix of SAM & Spectrum readers, but
as you might guess, a number of our
SAM readers moan about the Spectrum
coverage in our pages.

Well moan no more! As from this

issue, L the ever busy David Ledbury,
am launching ZAT’s new sister Diskzine
- SAM Quartet
SQ, as you should guess, is a Quarterly
disk mag, (it comes out 4 times a year,
in English!) with tot’s on offer. Look at

the PD page for more details, as I’ve

only just typed it in!

Willy pops out!

(We can’t say that can we?)

Due for launch "soon" is the excellant

SAM Manic Miner, from Matthew Holt
As I am designing some of the screens
myself, I can guarantee a preview of

this excellant game in issue one of SAM
Quartet, and a full review should appear
in issue 12 of ZAT. We may even have
some screen shots on view!

Manic Miner is priced at a mere £9.99
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and is available from SAMCO/Revelation
soon.

Yippee! •

Also due for launch (soon) from
Revelation, is Colin Jordan’s SAM
version of Ian Andrew’s (head of the
Freescape/Superscape team) "golden
oldie" SPLAT!

Splat is a very odd game, in which
you guide an X shaped character around
a maddening maze. It is simple, playable,
and addictive. More details and a
preview, in issue 12 (and possibly in SO,
if I can fit it in!)

* On case you are wondering - Zippee,
the main character, lets out an
impressive 'Yippee?' on completing a
level!)

Dracula has Risen!

Or more to the point, a new SAM
software title has arrived, in the form
of another new platform game from
Revelation.

Entitled "Bowin and the Count
Dracula", the game is set within over 20
plus screens (presumably in Castle
Dracula), each needing you to collect 6
crystals to complete it.

Bonuses, in the form of fruit, can be
collected. These will also freeze the
"nasties" in the screen, and allow you to
eat them up - Pacman style!

The game should be out soon, possibly
around the £9.99 price range.

Late software news

Coming out shortly, apart from Manic
Miner, are the following SAM titles:

Hexagonia: This has been tidied up,
additional levels added, and has a nicely
designed inlay prepared by Steven
Pick(asso). Hexagonia should be £9.99
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Sound Machine: Out Mid November. No
price details as of yet.

MIDI Utility, Mark 2: should be out
before Christmas.

Additionally, Colin Jordan has said that
he will be starting work on a new SAM
Adventure, after he has finished
programming Splat.

No details about this game as of yet,
but we will keep you informed

NCE - Not Currently
Existing?

Regular readers, may have noticed
Martin’s moans about NCE and Future
in issue 9. However, it seems that his
feelings were actually on the nail about
NCE’s deciing readership, as in the
current issue (154) they have announced
that they have finished publishing New
Computer Express!

The letter enclosed within this issue
states: "Over the past few years there
has been a seemingly unstoppable trend
in the computer magazine market
toward monthly titles _ The result has
been that .. weeklies have been on a
downward circulation trend, and Express
has been no exception."

The letter then goes on to explain that
the tri-format disk did not prove to
increase the readership as much as they
had originally planned, and that they
did not feel they could prove to be as
popular as the monthlies, for readers
and advertisers.

Although, as any SAM owner and
NCE reader will tell you, it is pretty
obvious that NCE SEEM to have been
geared rather against the SAM, and
even proved to be "anti-8 Bit" in
general, for a number of respects we
will miss them. However, as the
journalists envolved are apparantly
going to be shifted to other titles, most
of NCE’s writers should crop up in other
titles, such as YS for example.



— — .
DARREN BLACKBURN DARREN MICK PHILIP

—]tl 1 I ILL & P0LLY SHEPHERD BLACKBURN GARBETT CHARLES
Writers Penciis/lnks Script Asst Letters

THE STORY SO FAR: John has revealed to Ned the true background to his
mission" to Ryvanna. Meanwhile, Trask’s operatives have stolen Pandora. John
attempts to stop them, but fails_Now read on.
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WAA: The WILD ACENTS
of A ARVLI

ed Ijy It

Recently (as In the last lew weeks as this
was being written), a new tan club was In
the process ol being set-up. dedicated 1o
the world's population who are consumate
readers ol Marvel Comics
The club has been christened The Wild

Agents ol Marvel, although it is altectional-
ly referred to as WAMl This Isn't the ilrst Ian
club Marvel (or a related subsidiary organ-
isation) has set-up lor the privilege ol Its

vast readership, back in the early 70's
there was FOOM (Friends Ol Old Marvel),
and before that there was the Merry Marvel
Marching Society Both ol these clubs,
although possessing large memberships,
and privileges, (ailed to last very long.
Lately. Marvel US A. crested the sma"
Incongrous. Marvel Zombie Socle!
this has now been over-sl
launch ol WAM. with a lnl.._

and details ol prlvllages and membership,
inserted In the centre pages otthe majority
ol Marvel's 60 plus titles with a November

WAM. considered by Marvel, as the
‘World's Greatest Fan Club". loremo9t
Intends to be an interactive tan club.
Marvel has always preeched that Its read-
ership ol countless millions, are the true
"bosses' ot how their comics are ‘put
together' WAM intends to validate this
statement by letting every WAM member
have their say. by giving them voting
privileges on specific matters For instance
answering vital questionsfldeas like
Which character/s should become a mem-
ber ol a given Superhero team? Which
character/s should have their owncomlc9?
Which character/s should be 'laid to rest',
and alternatively what new characters,
heroes, or villains, should be Introduced
Into the ever expanding Marvel Universe
Like all fan clubs, potential members can
ultimately receive all manner ot exotic
goodies Ol course there are the obligltory
membership card, certificate, pen badge
and the signed letter trom Stan Lee.
written In gold ink trom his abode In sunny

Additional gilts, all especially crafted lor

WAM members are In the ottering. Amoung
these include a series ol commissioned
art prints, designed and drawn by top
Marvel artists (limited editions). T-shirts,

satin jackets, baseball caps. PunlBhet
'skull* erasers, and more Items besides, all

featured in an exclusive catalogue
So how can you loin? Well, there's a

snag At present WAM Is mainly based in
the USA, but foreign (that's U K.) member-
ship is welcomed. Most WAM clubs are
being run trom specially designated 'WAM
H Q's, in English, we would call them
Comic shops Considering that there Is a
U.K branch ol Marvel Comics Ltd, sooner
or later, there will be a great possibility that
WAM's Influence will creep over the Atlan-
tic and Invade our lair shores

It you can't waltthBt long, then tor details
write to: WAM. PO BOX 360. DEPT M.
NORTH RIDING. MA. 01864, USA. Foreign
membership costs $20.00 (that El 3.00
approx) cheques acceptable In US curren-
cy only More details cBn be obtained In
the lore-mentioned November Issues You
never know, soon you too could be a
member ot WAM The F ew. The Proud. The
Wlldl

Next on thr

David, who I

Schwartzener
2: JUDGE*

agenda Is a missive from
as gone to see the latest
ier epic. T ED MIN A T CD
ENT D*r..

Although many ot you may have 9een the
original 1984 tllm, which ensplred this

sequel. I'll quickly sum up the story tor
those who have missed or forgotten It...

During the year 2029. at a critical point
In a posl atomic war between human
survivors and the machines, a lone warrior
Is sent back Into the year 1 984, to kill the
mother ot the leader ol the Human forces
This was the original Terminator Needless
to Bsy he (ailed - terminated by SBrah
Connor (the woman 'he' was sent to kill)

and a Human warrior, hand selected by
her eon-to-be. John Connor.

This warrior, turned out to actually be
John's lather, and before being destroyed,
helped turn Sarah into a more sell-reliant
person, ready to prepare her son lor the
unenviable task ot living through a nuc-
lear holocaust ol unenviable proportions,
that was due to happen within the next
tew years, and leading the remainders ol
humanity In a battle tor their very lives
The originsi film finished with Sarah
looking depressingly on a future, which
3eemed beyond her control to change But
now we come to the new one
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T2. carries on Ihe story where the llrsl Him
tell oil The time has moved on to the year
1084. 3 years before 'Judgement Day'
Sarah _has been commlled. John having
been ‘deposited* to 'suitable* foster pa-
rents. As you'd imagine. John Is a rebel
without a clue. In the literal sensei The
story starts when John (In the year 2029)
learns that a second Terminator has been
sent back with a new mission, to kill him
when he Is still young. He retaliates by
sending a 'protector'

Although the film was designed to have
maximum Impact by keeping you In the
dark oMhe Identity ol the goodie' and
‘baddle* of Ihe story for as long as
possible, thanks to the hype the lilm has
created, you will no doubt guess who Is
whol

' Arnle'. plays a similar model to Ihe
original one (a T800), with his adversary,
the TI000. a mechanism that makes his
look like a combine harvester! The catch
lor the T800 Is when John (the 1 004 one!)
inflicts a terrible constriction on his prog-
ramming. which he gel3 around in an
Inevltlble manner!

T2 is a film which will get you gripping
the edge of your seat In moments, but pulls
at your heart-strings Ihe next It Is lively,
last & furious, depressing & grim, light-
hearted. and in It’s own way. even
romantic!

Although In some respects, the violence
of Ihe orlgnal film, has been restricted In
Ihe new one. it is still present -to a lesser
degreelNo scenes ol Ihe T800 ripping
hearts out this time. I'm afraid)

T2 Is cert

original Him ........
reader to see - although I strongly recom-
mend that you see the full (not the
TV version) of the original film flrsll

Now watch yourselves. Mick's here with a
review of The Adventures of Captain
America: Sentinel of Liberty Marvel
Comics: £3 99 (F our book Limited Series)

1 99 1 marks Ihe 60lh Golden Aniveraary of
Captain America Apart from the special
anniversary issue of his own series (no
383). Ihe movie (not the crappy TV pilot
movie) and the usual gifts associated with
this event. Marvel have also released this
unique Limited Series
This Graphic Novelisallon ol Ihe classic
Captain America story Is in simple terms
bloody Impressive I will start with the
basics of Its presentation, glossy
embossed cover, hyper-quality printing

and some ol Ihi

thought out artw
These points alone make this value for
money but there is more to this book than
that Most comic fans will be familiar with
the Dark Knight (Batman) novel and its

representation of Batman as a seml-
psychopalhic ligure for whom Ihe
American Dream had become a nightmare
This book shows Steve Rogers(Captain

America lor those of you who don't know)
as a deeper character than Ihe previous
Idealistic American youth. He starts ofl as
an angry young man who. although still

believing in Ihe American Dream, sees
how it Is used and corrupted by Bigotry,
Avarice. Ambition and Apathy Steve
Rogers is a likeable, but lonely, youth, this
Is mainly because of Ihe fact that He sees
the unwillingness ol Americans to see
anything outside of the continental USA
as having any bearing on them
The novels plotline la made superior by

Ihe characterization and imagery, there are
a lot of scenes thaf have been treated in
the same manner you would find in the old
B-movies and film-noir of Ihe 40's & 60's
but the plot is purely up to date, with its

criticism of society and its entrenched
feelings of suburban security Another
aspect of the plotline ie that Sieve's
shyness with Ihe romantic interest charac-
ter. a woman lieutenant, is handled In a
more modern and realistic way. this shy-
ness stems not from his naivety but his
inability to accept the 'World as it is'

The way Steve gains his power is

treated In a more believable manner than
you would have found several years ago.
with a build up of his physique, ability,
agility and mental prowess before the
spectacular change (which Is treated in a
way that does not stretch the readers
credulity!

A final Important factor la that, no longer
do you gel Ihe idea that Ihe soldier is the
cause of Ihe world’s problems, this is pul
over^ by Ihe character ol 'The American

unwelcome, but neccesary, evil
All these factors combine with villains

who are right bastards and Ihe shadowy.

bureaucracy which ?urks In Ihe back-
ground. to produce a graphic novel series
of superlative quality We'll be doing a

led, there's some book
3l Sam Quartet disc
iu next time. G'day .
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THOMAS VANNER
Feeling clever? Good, because it’s brain

taxation time again with regular

MENSA menber, Thomas.

Time again to switch on the grey
matter. For the solutions to last

time’s devious devils, look no further

than the back page where all is

revealed. Now onto this month's batch
of brain squeezers.

ANAGRAMMATICS

Crossword fans out there should relish

this one. Solve these two clues so
that the answers are anagrams of

each other. Both answers contain
seven lettersi

1) Antagonised

2) Explosive shell

NEEDLING

One of those painstakingly difficult

yet completely obvious puzzlers. You
know the ones I mean. In each of three
corners of a field, a farmer has built

four and a half haystacks. If he puts
all of them together, how many
haystacks will he have?

PRIZE PUZZLER 2

This one is a real brain blender! It has
all the classic ingrediants of a

question from an old 11+ paper
(remember those?). Get a load of this.

The peaceful murmur Of visiting time
in the local maturnity ward was
shattered this afternoon. One new
mother, gazing fondly down at the

bundle in her arms, suddenly realized

that its wrist tag bore the name of

someone else’s pride and joy. It

became apparent that every mother
had the wrong babyi pandemonium
prompty ensused. Can you restore each
infant to its rightful parents?

DAISY is not the AYRES infant and
FELIX’S wife is neither FIONA or MRS
FITCH. MRS BELL shares her child’s

first name initial. The man who has
the same initial for both his names is

neither DAVID or MR BELL, who is not

the father of CHARLES. BECKY is

neither MRS DAWSON or EDMUND’S
wife. MR CROSS shares a first name
initial with his son who is not
GARETH. The FITCH child shares a first

name initial with her father who is

not married to DONNA. BOB's wife is

GAIL. CARL is FLEUR’s father, he
thinks she is far more beautiful than
CELIA’S baby. ELLA is neither DAISY’S

mother or MRS BATES. FELIX’S baby,

who is not ALICE, has the same first

initial for both her names, as does
ELIOT’S mother. BELINDA’S parents
share a first name initial and MRS
EVANS, who is neither ANNA or GREG’s

wife, shares a first name initial with

her son. AARON is not MR AYRES.

And that’s it! Keep everything simple

and think logically. Bear in mind that

you should compile a table containing

the father’s name, the mother’s name,
the child’s name and the family

surname. That should take you a while!

Send you answers in to the main
address, marking your postcards or

stuck down envelopesi PRIZE PUZZLER
2.

If you’ve had enough mental
gymnastics, make sure you tune into

the solutions next time. Until then if

you want some goodies, why not write
in a puzzle for this page. Send them
in to the usual address. Next time I

will also be announcing the winner of

the first prize puzzler too. Goodnight.
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Although ZAT has run quite a few
competitions, up till now they have
contained relatively small prizes: that is

until now!
Thanks to the generosity of Colin
Jordan, the esteemed head of

REVELATION (SAMCO’s software
division), and the programmer of the
acclaimed adventure FAMOUS FIVE, we
can now offer our readers a unique
prize.

What would you say, to a copy of

every REVELATION game released to

date?..but what if this also included all

REVELATION’S present, and future game
releases too! Yes I think that would
bring a smile to your face.

So how do you win this mega prize?
Well, it’s quite simple really..

In the FAMOUS 5 adventure, Timmy
the dog utters the usual "doggy

1

' sounds,
but according to Colin, there is ONE
particular circumstance where Timmy
will say something intelligible in

ENGLISH. Tell us the EXACT
circumstance in which this will occur in

enough detail for us to duplicate this

exactly.

WE DO NOT know the answer, only
Colin knows for sure, and obviously he’s

keeping quiet. The only way we can tell

if the answer is correct is for us to try
out your solutions.

There is NO CLOSING DATE. The FIRST
correct answer wins. But DON’T DITHER!
Send your entries to: ZAT/REVELATION
MEGA COMPETITION, PO BOX 488,

TWEEDALE, TELFORD, SHROPSHIRE,
TF7 4SU. fAppologies to Spectrum
owners as Revelation deals with Sam
titles only).

Enceladus: Biggest and Best SAM Coupe Disk Mag!

Issue 7 includes: Text compressor 3, Modebox, Animademo, Graphic waver, WIMPS

for SAMCO mouse, ENC Demo 1, Sprite demos, 8AMC0 mouse sprite mover, 42

column mode routine, Titan 3 demo, Coldump update, Connet demo + gen,, 3D

Mandelbrot gen. Screen deformer, Slideshow etc etc.

Screen and text compression used extensively.

All disks priced at £2.50

6 Rawlins Avenue, Weston-Super-Mare, Avon, BS22 OFN

PAIN PALACE SOLUTIONS (ZAT 9), PAINTING BY NUMBERS, Their father had left
the brothers 17 paintings. TRUE OR FALSE, No, you need a piece of rope! PRIZE
PUZZLER 1 (LOADSAMONEY): Weight POUND, Girl’s name PENNY, type of pig
GUINEA, Leather worker TANNER. Man’s voice TENOR (TENNER), Mars/ Saturn,
Venus THREE FAR THINGS (3 FARTHINGS), Mode of transport PENNY FARTHING, 111

sea creature SIX QUID (SICK SQUID!) and Boy’s name BOB.


